EPDP Phase 2 - Summary Timeline

1. Project Management, Workplan, & Factsheet
2. EPDP-P2 Priority 1 Deliberations
3. EPDP-P2 Priority 2 Deliberations (1)
4. Construct Initial Report
5. Public Comment on Initial Report
6. Review of Public Comment & Submission of Final Report
7. Council Consideration of Final Report
8. Public Comment prior to Board Consideration (2)
9. Board Consideration (2)
0. Priority 1 – Unplanned

(1) Items from priority 2 could be incorporated in the Initial / Final Report for priority 1, depending on their date of completion or presented separately.
(2) These phases of the project occur after the GNSO Council’s adoption of the Final Report, and will appear when the timeline advances there.
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